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Abstract: The presented article deals with the design of equipment for measuring and testing
hydrostatic transducers. The presented design of the device is used for measuring and testing
hydrostatic transducers in laboratory conditions, especially hydraulic pumps. This shortens the
testing time, with a reduction in economic costs for testing the elements of the hydraulic circuit
or testing the properties of pumps and hydraulic fluids. By simulating the operating conditions
occurring in practice, it is possible to verify and evaluate the parameters of mobile energy means
used in hydraulic mechanisms. The designed laboratory equipment is used for measuring and testing
hydrostatic transducers and properties of hydraulic fluids. A verification measurement of the flow
of the hydrostatic transducer was performed on the proposed laboratory equipment. The output of
the measurements is a confirmation of the functionality of the designed equipment. The results of
the verification measurement were compared with the data obtained during the simulations in the
computer program FluidSIM 5. The output of the measurements is a confirmation of the functionality
of the designed equipment. When comparing the results of the verification measurement of the
flow on the laboratory equipment with the data given by the manufacturer of the transducer, we
recorded a decrease in flow of 5.1% at a speed of 250 rpm in comparison. At 500 rpm we recorded
an increase in flow of 2.38% and at 750 rpm there was an increase of 4.15% compared to the data
from the manufacturer. The results of the verification measurements were also compared with the
simulation in the computer program FluidSIM 5. The flow data obtained by the simulation showed
higher values than in the verification measurement. Specifically, at 250 rpm it was an increase of
3.21%, at 500 rpm by 0.39%, and at 750 rpm by 3.14%.

Keywords: laboratory test equipment; flow; hydrostatic transducers; simulation

1. Introduction

The use of hydraulic equipment is increasing across all industries, which is mainly
due to the advantages and large range of their use. In the presented work, a structural
design of a measuring device was created, which was used to determine the functionality
and diagnose hydrostatic transducers in laboratory conditions. The presented construction
design can simulate the operating load in laboratory conditions, which the hydrostatic
transducer is exposed to during its operation in practice. During the measurement itself,
the hydrostatic transducer is dismantled from the agricultural machine and installed on
a laboratory test device for measurement purposes. The device described in the given
work allows the measurement of the parameters of hydrostatic transducers, but it can also
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measure and test hydraulic energy carriers used in hydraulic devices. The proposed device
enables simultaneous testing of two hydrostatic transducers or two types of energy carriers
under the same or different conditions; most similar devices allow the testing of one type
of hydrostatic transducer or one type of hydraulic fluid. Thus, the described device enables
simultaneous testing of several types of liquids or transducers Thanks to the device, we can
perform repeated tests of transducers and liquids. The device can monitor the parameters
of various types of hydraulic fluids (mineral, ecologically degradable hydraulic fluids). In
agricultural machinery, hydrostatic transducers are widely used as part of the hydraulic
circuit. These transducers have the main function of supplying the hydraulic circuit with
hydraulic fluid, as well as generating pressure energy in the hydraulic circuit. It is therefore
necessary to maintain the exact mechanical production of the individual elements of the
entire hydraulic circuit, by monitoring the accuracy of CNC machine tools [1,2]. Due to
these high demands, especially on hydrostatic transducers used in the agricultural industry,
there is a need to test them. It is for these reasons that the design of a laboratory equipment
was created, which allows for the testing of the parameters of hydrostatic transducers and
hydraulic fluids. Operating fluid is also an important part of hydraulic mechanisms. The
author [3] claims that, based on the analysis of the operating fluid, we can determine the
technical condition of hydraulic elements located in hydraulic systems. At the same time, it
is important to monitor the contamination of the working fluid. According to author [4], the
physicochemical properties of hydraulic fluids are also affected by pollution, which results
in degradation processes. Oil contamination is the most common and serious source of
machine failure [5]. The article also deals on a simulation of the verification measurement
in the simulation program, which was compared with the values obtained during the
verification measurement at the laboratory equipment.

2. Materials and Methods

According to the author [6], machines which are used in agriculture and forestry are
characterized by demanding operational hours and often working in dusty and humid
environments. This has negative consequences on the proper functioning of hydraulic
systems. Agricultural engineering requires continuous improvement of the service life
and reliability of machinery [7]. Laboratory testing devices allow for the simulation of
the variable testing conditions of the real conditions under which the hydraulic systems
of agricultural wheel tractor operate [8]. The proposed device consists of two hydraulic
circuits. One circuit of the measuring chain is primary while the other circuit is secondary,
due to the possibility of continuously testing two hydrostatic transducers or two types of
hydraulic fluids concurrently under the same or different conditions. Using verification
measurements and their results, we demonstrate the suitability of the proposed laboratory
test equipment for measuring the parameters of hydrostatic transducers. The importance
of monitoring the operating parameters of hydraulic pumps is also confirmed by the
authors [9,10], who consider the values of flow and flow efficiency as important indicators
of the assessment of hydraulic transducers. Flow and flow efficiency values are used to
create dynamic flow models in hydrostatic transducers, using numerical simulation to
replicate the environment [11]. We perform flow measurements, from which we determine
three critical values, which are compared and evaluated. Subsequently, we simulate in
the program FluidSim 5 identical conditions as used when measuring on a laboratory
equipment. We compare the values obtained during the measurements. The mathematical
relations necessary for the dimensioning of individual elements of the proposed laboratory
equipment are as follows:

Hydrostatic transducer flow:

Q =
Vg·n
1000

·ηpr, dm3·rpm (1)
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Power of hydrostatic transducer:

P =
Vg·n·p

60·1000·ηc
, W (2)

Inner diameter of the pipe:

d =

√
4·Q
π·w , mm (3)

Torque:

Mk =
Vg· P
2πn

, Nm (4)

Rotation speed of hydraulic motor:

n1 =
Qhm1·1000·ηP

Vg1
, rpm (5)

n2 =
Qhm2·1000·ηP

Vg2
, rpm (6)

Tank volume:
V =

Q
i

, dm3 (7)

Pipe volume:
Vp = 2π·r·h, dm3 (8)

Cooler performance:

Pv =
∆T·C· $·V

t·60
, W (9)

where: Vg—volume of hydrostatic transducer, dm3; n—speed of rotation hydrostatic
transducer, rpm; ηpr—flow efficiency of the hydrostatic transducer; p—pressure, MPa;
ηc—overall effectiveness; w—velocity of flow, m·s−1, Qhm1, Qhm2—flow of hydraulic motor,
dm3·rpm; i—circulation number of the tank, min; r—radius, m; h—height, m;
∆T—temperatur difference, ◦C; t—time, s; $—denstiy, km·m3; C—specific heat capacit of

hydraulic oil,
J

kg·K [12].

Prior to the actual measurements on the designed laboratory equipment, it is necessary
to heat the working fluid in the measuring chain to a temperature of 50 ◦C based on the
SAE J745 standard (Hydraulic Power Pump Test Procedure). The SAE J745 standard deals
with test procedures for hydrostatic transducers. PARAMO HM 46 oil is used as the
hydraulic charge when measuring the flow of the hydrostatic transducer at the designed
laboratory equipment, its parameters are in Table 1. According to authors [13,14], the
results of measurements affect the physicochemical properties, pollution, and temperature
of the working fluid.

Table 1. Basic characteristics of PARAMO HM 46 oil.

Parameter Unit PARAMO HM 46

Point of fluidity ◦C −27
Flash point ◦C Over 190

Inflammability – IV. hazard class
Vapor pressure at 20 ◦C Pa <10
Relative density at 15 ◦C kg·m−3 865

Solubility - Insoluble in water
Auto-ignition temperature ◦C Over 320

Kinematic viscosity at 40 ◦C mm2·s−1 41.4–50.6
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Table 1. Cont.

Parameter Unit PARAMO HM 46

Explosive properties – It is not explosive
Oxidizing properties – It is not oxidizing

We monitor gear hydrostatic transducer UD-25R, the technical parameters of which
are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Technical parameters of hydrostatic transducer UD–25 R.

Parameter Unit Value

Rated rotation
rpm

1500
Maximum rotation 3200
Minimum rotation 450

Maximal pressure at the inlet
MPa

0.05
Minimum inlet pressure 0.03
Nominal outlet pressure

MPa
20

Maximum outlet pressure 23
Geometric volume dm3 0.02546

Maximum oil viscosity
mm2·s−1 1200

Minimum oil viscosity 10
Maximum oil temperature ◦C

80
Minimum oil temperature −20

Part of hydraulic circuits are the associated sensors, through which we can measure
pressure, temperature, and flow. In the proposed laboratory equipment, an associated EVS
3 100 sensor is used to measure physical quantities. Authors [15,16] state in their work
that the operating parameters, especially temperature and pressure, have an impact on
the measurements as well as the thermophysical properties of the used fluid. We use the
HYDAC HMG 3010 unit to record and display quantities from sensors, the maximum
inaccuracy of which is ±1%. The technical data of the mentioned sensor are given in
Table 3. Tables 4–11 show the technical parameters of individual elements of the proposed
laboratory equipment.

Table 3. Technical data of the sensor HYDAC EVS 3 100.

Input Data

Measuring range, dm3·min−1 Operating pressure, MPa

1.2–20 40
6.0–60 40

15.0–300 40
40.0–600 31.5

Input Data

Output signal, allowed load resistance 4–20 mA, RLmax = (UB − 10 V/20 mA, Kω)
Accuracy ≤2% real value

Additional Data

Compensated temperature range −20 until + 70 + ◦C
Operating temperature range −20 until + 70 + ◦C

Fluid temperature range −20 until + 90 + ◦C
Protection class IP 65
Supply voltage 10–32 V

Residual ripple of the supply voltage ≤5%
Viscosity range 1–100 mm2·s−1

Calibration viscosity 30 mm2·s−1
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Table 4. Technical parameters of an asynchronous electric motor (EM).

Parameter Unit Value

Protection class - IP 55
Rated power kW 11
Rated voltage V ∆ 380 − 420/ Y 660 − 720
Rated current A ∆ 21.6/Y 12.5

Nominal speed rpm ∆ 1450/Y 1740

Table 5. Technical parameters of the axial piston hydraulic pump P22-A3-F-R-01 (HP1).

Volume, dm3 No-Load Flow, dm3·rpm
Maximum
Pressure Speed of Rotation, rpm Weight, kg

0.022
1000 rpm 1200 rpm 1500 rpm 1800 rpm

25.5 MPa
Min. Max.

22.0 26.4 33.0 39.6 300 2000 13

Table 6. Technical parameters of the pressure valve VMP 3/4 (PV1, PV2).

Parameter Unit Value

Pressure range MPa 5–25
Weight kg 1.470
Flow dm3·rpm 90

Maximum pressure MPa 35

Table 7. Technical parameters of the Hydromotor AC-K-16-7 (HM).

Parameter Unit Value

Nominal pressure MPa 25
Maximum pressure MPa 35
Geometric volume dm3 0.0285

Rated speed of rotation rpm 2700
Maximum rotation speed rpm 4800

Nominal flow rate dm3·rpm 52.8
Maximum flow dm3·rpm 128.4

Weight kg 12.5

Table 8. Technical parameters of the filter SOFIMA RFM 040 (F1, F2).

Parameter Unit Value

Filtration µ 25
Filter material - cellulose

Maximum flow dm3·rpm 110
Maximum working pressure MPa 0.3

Burst pressure MPa 1
Bypass valve pressure MPa 0.15
Filter cartridge symbol - CRE050CV1

Table 9. Technical parameters of the cooler EMMEGI (C1, C2).

Parameter Unit Value

Typ - 2024 K 230–400 60–49
ASP

Tension V 230/400
Power kW 0.105/0.145

Protection class - IP 44
Thermal protection - no

Rotation speed of fan rpm 2500/2650
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Table 9. Cont.

Parameter Unit Value

Maximum oil pressure in the system,
operating pressure MPa 2

Weight kg 11

Table 10. Technical parameters of the throttle valve VRB 90 (RV).

Parameter Unit Value

Maximum flow dm3·rpm 80
Weight kg 1.080

Maximum pressure MPa 28

Table 11. Technical parameters of the proportional valve DKZOR-A (PV).

Parameter Unit Value

Pressure limits MPa Ports P, A, B = 31.5
T = 21

Maximum flow at ∆p = 1 MPa dm3·rpm
Ports P, A, B = 45

T = 60

Maximum flow at ∆p = 3 MPa dm3·rpm
Ports P, A, B = 80

T = 105

Maximum flow at ∆p = 7 MPa dm3·rpm
Ports P, A, B = 120

T = 160
Response time ms <40

Hysteresis % ≤5%
Repeatability - ±1%

Ambient temperature ◦C −20 until + 70
Recommended viscosity at 40 ◦C mm2·s−1 15–100

Oil temperature ◦C −20 until + 80
Maximum Solenoid Current at 3.8–4.1 Ω A 2.6
Maximum Solenoid Current at 2.2–2.4 Ω A 3.25
Maximum Solenoid Current at 12–12.5 Ω A 1.2

Design of Laboratory Test Equipment

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the designed laboratory equipment. The author [17] dealt
with the measurement of the characteristics of hydraulic elements in laboratory conditions.

The equipment consists of two circuits (labeled A and B) due to parallel the simultane-
ous testing of two hydrostatic transducers or two energy carriers under the same or different
operating conditions. The primary circuit is located next to a three-phase asynchronous
electric motor EM. In front of the electric motor there is a frequency converter, which is
used to set the speed on the electric motor EM. The electric motor supplies mechanical
energy to the hydrostatic transducer HP1. Furthermore, there is a pressure valve PV1 in the
primary circuit, which performs a safety function. When the set pressure is exceeded, the
pressure valve releases the fluid back into the tank, thus protecting the hydraulic circuit
from a dangerous condition. The pressure valve is also located in the PV2 secondary circuit.
In both circuits of the designed device there are also filters F1 and F2. According to [18],
filters and filtration systems affect the operation and technical condition of the machines
and equipment of which they are a part. T1 and T2 serve as reservoirs of hydraulic fluid
located in both hydraulic circuits. With two tanks, two types of hydraulic fluids may be
tested simultaneously under the same or different conditions. In the primary circuit there
is a hydraulic motor HM, which is used to convert pressure to mechanical energy. The
HM hydraulic motor is connected to the HP2 hydrostatic transducer through a mechanical
coupling. HP2 is a hydrostatic transducer UD-25R. We will monitor the change in flow
depending on the rotation speed on the mentioned transducer. In the secondary hydraulic
circuit, there is a three-way valve TV. The three-way valve has two positions: in the first
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position the liquid flows into the reducing valve RV, while in the second position the liquid
flows through the proportional valve PV. The reducing valve is used to load the elements
of the hydraulic circuit and to heat the working fluid. When measuring with the designed
device, it is possible to derive a load (pressure) by means of a proportional PV valve, which
we use to simulate operating conditions. The proportional valve is located in the secondary
circuit. By loading the secondary circuit, we also load the primary circuit, as the given
hydraulic circuits are mechanically connected. The proportional valve can be connected to a
computer and a set of pressures can be obtained from the operating conditions loaded into
it and used to create the required load. Another part of the proposed laboratory equipment
is the Hydac HMG 3010 recording unit, which are connected to sensors (Q, p, t).
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Figure 1. Laboratory equipment for measuring the parameters of hydrostatic transducers. Legend:
(A)—primary hydraulic circuit (left side on figure); (B)—secondary hydraulic circuit (right side of figure); EM—
electromotor; HP1—regulatory hydrostatic transducer; PV1, PV2—pressure valve; HM—regulatory
hydraulic motor; HP2—tested hydrostatic transducer; C1, C2—cooler; t—temperature sensor for
tanks; T1, T2—tanks; F1, F2—filters; p—pressure gauge; RV—reducing valve; TV—three-way valve;
PV—proportional reducing valve; MC—mechanical coupling, n—rpm sensor, t1, t2—temperature
sensors, Q1, Q2—flow rate sensors, p1, p2—pressure sensors, HMG 3010—recording unit.

In Figure 2, laboratory test equipment for testing mobile energy means and working
fluids is displayed.

Figure 3 shows a laboratory test equipment for testing mobile energy means and
working fluids, drawn in a 3D program.

Table 12 shows the basic dimensions of the laboratory equipment.

Table 12. Basic dimensions of the proposed device.

Maximum Length (Base), mm Maximum Width (Base), mm Maximum Height, mm

1930 1130 830
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3. Results
3.1. Measurement of Hydrostatic Transducer Flow on the Designed Laboratory Test Equipment

During the verification measurement, we monitored the flow of the hydrostatic trans-
ducer UD-25 R. Measurement procedure for measuring the flow of hydrostatic transducer
UD-25R is as follows. We set the required rotation speed on the electric motor through
the frequency converter. We heated the working fluid to working temperature, which is
50 ◦C. When measuring the hydraulic pump flow, we set the following rotation speed
values: 250, 500 and 750 rpm. At each of the set rotation speeds, the HYDAC HMG 3010
recorded the measured values from the sensors. During measurement, it was necessary to
ensure a stable temperature value at 50 ◦C. The author [17] also stated in her work that it
is important to monitor the temperature of the working fluid, due to its influence on the
resulting values of measurements. We processed and evaluated the obtained data.

In Figure 4, it is possible to see the flow rate and hydrostatic transducer values recorded
during measurements on the designed laboratory equipment.
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1 
 

 

Figure 4. Hydrostatic transducer flow and flow efficiency values recorded during the measurements.

Table 13 shows the files of descriptive statistics of the values recorded during the
verification measurement.

Table 13. Results of descriptive statistics from the set of flow values at the specified values of rotation
of speed.

Parameter
Rotation Speed n, rpm

250 500 750

Arithmetic mean 5.694 12.286 18.747
Standard error 0.1765 0.0613 0.0055

Median 5.76 12.3 18.76
Modus 5.85 12.3 18.76

Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1
Selection variance 0.031 0.003 0.003

Pointiness −1.255 −0.023 −0.041
Skewness −0.532 −0.008 0.20

Range 0.60 0.35 0.34
Minimum 5.3 12.13 18.59
Maximum 5.9 12.39 18.85

Confidence limit (90.0%) 0.008 0.003 0.002

It is the oil flow that is important for the life of the hydraulic system [19].

3.2. Hydrostatic Transducer Flow Measurement—Simulation

The flow measurement of the UD-25R hydrostatic transducer was performed in the
FluidSIM5 computer simulation program. During the simulations, we tried to approach
the conditions and technical parameters of individual hydraulic elements, which contain
the proposed laboratory equipment.

Figure 5 shows the circuit diagram of the secondary circuit of the laboratory equipment
drawn in the FludSim5 program, on which the simulation is performed and then the results
obtained are compared with the data measured on the laboratory test equipment.

In Figure 6, it is possible to see the electrical circuit used to control the proportional
valve, which serves to load the hydraulic circuit and its element.

The values recorded during the simulation (Table 14) showed higher flow as a value
recorded during the verification measurement, where the increase of the flow value was by
3.21% at the converter speed n1 = 250 rpm, by 0.39% at the speed n2 = 500 rpm and by 3.14%
at the speed n3 = 750 rpm. Differences between the values recorded during the simulation
and during the measurements on the designed equipment could be caused by several
factors. For example, in the simulations of a given FludSIM5 program, it is not possible to
fully simulate the conditions as in the flow measurements of a given hydrostatic transducer.
It is possible that during the verification measurement on the laboratory test equipment
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there were minor leaks or seepages, which are not in the program during the simulations.
Another reason for the difference may be the hydraulic fluid itself. During the simulations
in the computer program FluidSIM5, only the data on the viscosity of the working fluid
specified by the manufacturer at a certain temperature could be set. This viscosity did not
change during the simulation when measured by laboratory test equipment, however the
viscosity of the working fluid may have changed during the measurement based on the
temperature, which would have had a significant effect on the physico-chemical properties
of the fluid.
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Table 14. Recorded values of the hydrostatic transducer flow during the simulation.

Rotation Speed, n, rpm Arithmetic Mean Flow Rate,
Q, dm3·rpm Flow Efficiency η, –

250 5.877 0.9233
500 12.334 0.9688
750 18.806 0.9848

4. Discussion

The proposed laboratory equipment in the article will be used to measure and test
mobile energy means with simulation of operating conditions. The proposed device
enables simultaneous testing of two hydrostatic converters or two types of energy carriers
under the same or different conditions. We declared the suitability of the design by
verification measurements on the proposed equipment. Laboratory equipment allows
repeatability of measurements in laboratory conditions by simulating operating conditions.
Author [20] focused on the design of laboratory equipment for measuring the parameters
of mobile energy means. In his work, he stated that there is an increased interest in testing
methods in laboratory conditions. Based on the designed laboratory test equipment, it
is possible to shorten the testing time of hydrostatic transducers, hydraulic fluids, and
hydraulic elements. Thanks to the results obtained in the measurement of the hydrostatic
transducer, it is possible to make changes in the design of the subject equipment before
their introduction into the production process. It is also possible to test environmentally
degradable fluids in the proposed equipment, which according to the author [21] must
meet the requirements for the operation of hydraulic equipment in terms of low impact
on the wear of hydraulic components. Author [22] states in their work that testing under
laboratory conditions is appropriate mainly for reasons of the repeatability of tests and also
because of a shortening of testing time.

5. Conclusions

The need to test energy carriers and transducers used in hydraulic mechanisms is
increasing due to environmental requirements. The analysis of hydraulic fluids in operating
conditions, and its influence on the operating parameters of individual elements of the
hydraulic system, has already been dealt with in the work of the authors [23,24]. At the
same time, it is important to perform a comprehensive analysis of the effect of fluids and
their mixtures, which was dealt with by the author [25] in his work. The results of the
presented work result in the following benefits:

• on the basis of the designed laboratory test equipment, it is possible to shorten the
time of operational tests of hydrostatic transducers, hydraulic fluids and hydraulic ele-
ments;

• using the designed laboratory test equipment, we are able to design various types of
measuring chains, the task of which will be testing elements of hydraulic circuits or
hydraulic fluids;

• using the designed laboratory test equipment, we can perform repeated tests in
laboratory conditions with the same or different operating loads;

• it is possible to simultaneously test the parameters of two hydrostatic transducers in
the laboratory test equipment;

• on the basis of the acquired knowledge and results of measurements of the hydrostatic
transducer, it is possible to make changes in the structures of the devices in question
even before they are introduced into the production process.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that the designed laboratory test equipment
can be used in social practice, and the equipment is also beneficial for the further de-
velopment of applied science. Owing to laboratory testing equipment, it is possible to
significantly shorten the testing of parameters of hydrostatic transducers, as well as to
shorten the testing of the properties of individual types of energy carriers used in hydraulic
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circuits. The results of articles are used to improve knowledge and experience in the field
of testing and testing the parameters of hydrostatic transducers and energy carriers. In the
designed device, it is also possible to test ecologically degradable liquids, which nowadays
are given more emphasis. The economic benefit is the acceleration of tests of hydrostatic
transducers and hydraulic fluids, which significantly shortens the time of testing and
which has a positive impact on economic indicators. Thanks to its modularity, the designed
laboratory equipment also enables the testing of other types of hydrostatic transducers used
in hydraulic mechanisms. In the presented article, a verification measurement and simu-
lation of hydrostatic transducer flow measurements with data comparison is performed.
When measuring the flow rate of the hydrostatic transducer, minimal deviations from the
data obtained on the proposed device and the data obtained during the simulation in the
program were noted.
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